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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Recent studies and analyses have established the need to
improve rapid runway repair capability. Air Force efforts to
solve the launch and recovery surface problem are described in
a recent program management plan (Reference 1). The problem is
of such complexity that the program is divided into four tech-
nical areas. One of these areas has to do with surface roughness.
Here the object is to determine how rough the launch and re-
covery surface can be without incurring structural damage to
the aircraft or its external stores.

The determination of how rough the surface can be implies the
generation of a detailed set of criteria. The importance of re—
sonable criteria is evidenced by the fact that the rougher the
allowable operational surface, the less time it takes to repair
it. In the long term, perhaps the criteria will not be so much
runway oriented as aircraft oriented. That is, it is quite pos-
sible that new landing gear design criteria are needed.

Good judgment and financial considerations dictate that sur—
face roughness criteria be obtained , to the maximum extent pos-
sible, by mathematical modeling, simulation, and associated analy—
ses. This, in turn, leads to the development of a versatile corn—

‘1 puter code or codes. The use of a code allows flexibility, makes
parameter studies possible, and significantly reduces costs.

Codes and simulations cannot, of course, stand alone. A
validation of results is needed to obtain a feeling of coaf i—
dence that the code represents the physical problem. The need
for the tactical coum~ander to have confidence in the simulated

* results cannot be overemphasized. If computer predictions and
test results differ considerably, confidence will undoubtedly
suffer. This indicates that considerable detail must be uti—

* lized in simulating the complex problem of an aircraft traversing
a rough or repaired surface for the validation phase.

This literature review catalogs lessons learned and comments
on past findings of the dynamics of aircraft surface interaction
as they apply to runway roughness problems. Attention is given
to the development of a means to simulate taxi, takeoff, and
landing from a variety of surfaces.
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The problem under investigation Is depicted in a highly
simplified block diagram fashion (Figure 1). The complexity
and intrrelationships of the various blocks depend upon dt~—
tail desired or required. In general, a simulation, be it
analog, digital, or hybrid , has three key ingredients. These
are the

• Input,
* vehicle model ,
* and output.

These ingredients are highly dependent upon one another, as
changes in one area have significant impacts on the other
areas.

~ (TEBNAL
DISTURBANCES

_ —fEE::

[ CONTROLS
Figure 1. Simplified Block Diagram of Aircraft Response
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Section II describes the sources and characteristics of the
input. The type of Input has a significant effect on the nature
of the solution and on the mathematical model allowed for the
aircraft. A part of this section is devoted to the pilot. He
is difficult to model and has a profound effect on system re-
sponse. Pilot effects are especially important when computer
generated response time histories are compared with test results.

Section III discusses the vehicle model. In modeling the ve-
hicle, the goal is to have the least complex model which accur—
ately describes the aircraft’s response. Factors that Influence
the complexity of the model include flexibility effects, linear
versus nonlinear representation of suspension parameters, total
number and placement of degrees of freedom, and the purpose of
the model. The latter factor implies the idea that there should
be different models for different purposes. For instance, a
stability analysis implies a relatively simple model while stress
predictions require considerable detail.

System output is discussed in Section IV. Output can be gen-
erated in a variety of forms, including displacements, velocities,
accelerations, loads, and stresses. These are available on a
statistical or discrete basis. System output Is in itself no
hurdle other than the fact that the desired form drives the in-
put and the model.

Section V discusses solution techniques which have been suc—
cessfully employed on a variety of dynamic analyses. Techniques
are generally available to solve the system of equations with
the choice of the technique depending on how the problem Is cast.

Investigations of the automotive and rail industries are dis—
cussed in Section VI. These complementary studies offer consid-
erable insight into the aircraft—rough runway problem and show
promise worth further study.

Section VII deals with a review of available computer codes.
In general, no code presently in being is adequate for the total
surface roughness problem. However, there are really no state
of the art advances necessary to obtain at least an adequate
response time history code.

Section VIII concludes this review by offering some conclu—
sions and recommendations.

- 3
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SECTION II

INPUT

The input to the aircraft comes from a variety of sources.
These sources can be as simple as gravity or as complicated as
the pilot. Some of the disturbances are controllable (thrust)
while others are not (wind). The nature of the input largely
determines the nature of the output and has a profound effect
upon the vehicle model. This section presents some of the un—
portant considerations concerning the modeling of the system
input.

2.1 Contact Surface

The contact surface provides an obvious input to the dy-
namic system. Indeed, the undulations of the contacting surface
provide the primary excitation to the model. What is not obvious
is the exact nature of the input for a particular problem under
consideration. The representation of the contact surface has far
reaching implications in that it impacts the models of assorted
subsystems such as the tires and landing gear as well as the so-
lution technique employed. This subsection details some of the
implications of contact surface representations regarding past
efforts and the key concepts: statistical, deterministic, yield-
ing, and nonyielding.

There have been a variety of programs to measure the pro—
files of runways and taxiways and of standard bomb damage re-
pair (BDR) tests (References 2, 3, and 4). Thus, there is no
lack of data to define the environment encountered in the past.

The character of the data leads to two primary concepts for
defining runway or surface roughness models. The first is the
deterministic model or “exact” representation of the surface.
The term “exact” Is loosely used in that discrete bumps with
large wave lengths may be handled with (1—cos) representations
(with or without actual waviness superimposed) or with the use
of step or ramp functions. The main idea with the deterministic
model is that runway elevation is provided as a specific function
of the distance down the runway. The deterministic approach is
ideally suited for direct integration of the equations of motion

4
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and , in its simplest form , for obtaining closed—form solutions.
This approach appears to be a necessity for obtaining a proper
representation of the discrete bumps encountered with patched
runways, etc., or for determining the size of an obstacle which
can be encountered without inducing a failure.

The second model uses a statistical approach. Here the sur-
face roughness is assumed to be a stationary random process where—
in obstacles are in some sense smoothed. Power spectrum analysis
techniques are then used to obtain the frequency of occurrence of
loads. This representation has been used in the past (References
5, 6, and 7) especially as releted to fatigue studies. A signif i—

* cant drawback with this model is that it does not allow proper
treatment of system nonlinearity, and the landing gear is an in-
herently nonlinear element. Methods attempted to circumvent this
situation are detailed in Section V. The statistical approach to
modeling the ground input may have merit in investigating the
effects of cannon fire.

There are arguments in favor of both approaches as applied
to vehicle dynamics. The deterministic approach is best when the
concern is with possible catastrophic failures induced when a
single obstacle is encountered. The statistical approach is
best when no discrete surface can be chosen for analytical eval-
uation or for optimization of subsystem design. The model choice
must be made on what the investigator feels is of primary impor-
tance.

The other primary choice that must be made is whether the
contact surface should be considered yielding or nonyielding.
While a prepared runway can normally be considered nonyielding,
such is not the case with an unprepared strip (the use of which
may be a viable option). The main problem with choosing a yield—
ing representation is that it complicates the wheel—soil inter-
action model. Models exist (References 7, 8, and 9) for the
yielding case, and many studies have bees made of the kinetics
of surface movement (References 10, 11, ~nd 12). These models tend
to be complex and require additional degm ees of freedom over the
nonyielding case. The investigator is s~mply forced into making
a judgment as to bow to best balance the limited number of degrees
of freedom he has at his disposal.

In sumeary, data and models exist tá1 describe the contact
surface input. All that is necessary is ~o make a choice where
the consequences of the choice are extrem4ly important.
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2.2 Aerodynamics

The aerodynamic forces acting on the vehicle are those for-
ces caused by the interaction of the vehicle and surrounding
fluid. Those forces can be further broken down by considering
the particular part of the vehicle—fluid interaction which causes
the force, that is:

rigid body motion,
* control surface motion,

or flexible body motion.

A complete discussion of all the aerodynamic effects caused
by rigid aircraft motion may be found in any standard flight mech-
anics text (Reference 13). The usual approach is to express the
aerodynamic forces and moments (acting a-~ the aircraft center of
gravity and referred to an aircraft body axis) in terms of non—
dimensional aircraft aerodynamic force and moment coefficients.

— These coefficients are, in turn, assumed to be linear functions
of the rigid body degrees of freedom and control surface motion:

* angle of attack,
sideslip angle,

* vehicle translation velocity,
• and control surface deflection.

Normally the coefficients are obtained from tests conducted at
steady state conditions and the respective force or moment equa-
tion modified for instantaneous values of the variable, i.e.,
quasi—steady aerodynamics. No efforts in the literature have
attempted to employ full unsteady aerodynamic theory, aeroelastic
effects, or ground effects.

For the taxi, takeoff, and landing response problems, not
all terms are of the same importance. A complete set of coeff i—
cients which are thought to be of importance for this class of
problems is given In Reference 14. Control surface deflections
can be assumed to be known as explicit functions of time or gen-
erated through a transfer function as the pilot ’s response to a
set of input data. It Is felt that great care should be taken
in expressing wing lift and elevator position as accurately as
possible since they have the most substantial effect on an in—
ternal aircraft load (Reference 5). If stability is considered,
then stability derivative type terms must be included.

It appears that the area of takeoff and landing aerodynamics
provides a fruitful area for basic research. This research should

6
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be directed toward establishing the validity and relative impor-
tance of the various terms in the approach as stated above.

The wind can be considered as a subsystem of aerodynamics .
Wind effects are most significant during takeoff and landing pha-
ses of an operation. Crosswind landings require the pilot to use
a wing low or crab technique, while takeoff requires nosewheel
steering or rudder for directional control and aileron to keep
the upwind wing down. In either case, the loads are affected
through a complex interaction with pilot controls and aircraft
dynamics.

An analytic description of the wind is most easily given in
the ground axis system in terms of its magnitude, elevation angle,
and azimuth angle. These quantities can be expressed either as
deterministic explicit functions of time, solutions to another
set of differential equations, i.e., a gust, or as a stochastic
process. Again, if the purpose of the analysis is to determine
the single worst case, a gust would provide a good initial wind
disturbance model. As a final step, the wind, as expressed in
the ground system, must be rotated into the aircraft body axis
system.

2.3 Gravitational Force

The gravitational force acting on the aircraft is directed
a”wnward In the ground coordinate system. The magnitude is a
constant given by the product of the total aircraft mass and the
local acceleration due to gravity. To be used in the equation
of motion, this vector must be rotated into the aircraft body

• I axis using the Euler angle transformation matrix.

If the vehicle is treated as a rigid body, the gravitational
force acts at a point coincident with the origin of the body axis
coordinate system; this is, of course, the center of mass. If
fuel burn—off and flexibility are taken into account, the instan-
taneous location of the center of mass will not coincide with
the origin of the body axis system. These latter two effects
are negligible and are not considered in the equations of motion.

• 2.4 Thrust

The thrust vector is a known explicit function of time or
is known as a function of the variables describing the vehicle
motion. The direction is usually stated in terms of its

7
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direction cosines relative to the body axis system. In a flexi-
ble aircraft the direction of the thrust would also depend on the
deformation of the aircraft. This effect is certainly second or-
der and is not considered In this report.

The moments due to the thrust vector about the body axes are
calculated In a straightforward manner by taking the cross pro-
duct of the distance from the center of mass to the line of action
of the thrust. Once again, flexibility may be included as appro-
priate in the distance expression.

2.5 Pilot

As indicated In Section I, the pilot is central to the
control portion of a representation of the total system. The hu-
man pilot sets up a variety of closed loops around an airplane.
In so doing, he ideally allows the closed loop to accomplish tasks
not otherwise achievable. The pilot has been described as a
“complex beast” or more favorably as a “multi—input, multi—output
device of enormous complexity” (Reference 15). He is an adaptive
element in the control system and extremely versatile. There is
a wealth of literature on man—machine dynamics (References 16, 17,
and 18) which detail the complexity of trying to arrive at an ade-
quate human describing function.

The majority of past efforts have led to a describing func—
tion that is applicable to simple, single—axis compensation sys-
tems as indicated by Figure 2. The resulting model contains a
system gain, a transport delay, and lead and lag time constants
(for details, see Reference 18). It has been found that the
single—axis model werks well for multi—axis systems when there is
no significant cross—coupling between the axes. Unfortunately
this is not always the case and predictions then become much more

-
• qualitative than quantitative. Additionally, the pilot’s dynamics

are governed by vehicle dynamics and other forces. These include
the state of the environment as with vibrations and accelerations

• as well as less quantifiable variables such as training and moti—
vation.

Of particular importance to this effort is the pilot’s con—
trol of the elevator, the rudder—nosewheel steering combination,
and the aileron in crosswind situations. That system coupling
may occur for these functions is evident.

An obvious alternative to modeling the pilot mathematically
is to place him in the system as an active participant, i.e., a

8
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Figure 2. Single Axis Compensation System

simulator. This approach has definite benefits in a training
mode in that it saves airframe life and may allow for more
adequate predictions of both aircraft and pilot tolerances.

If it is decided to model the system in an open loop

fashion, there is still much to be gained by comparing system
requirements with known pilot capabilities. That is, if the

3ystem is unstable can a pilot do anything to stabilize it?

4 ;
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SECTION III

VEHICLE MODEL

The derivation of the equations of motion for a vehicle as
complex as an aircraft is no trivial task. Many reports (Ref-
erences 5, 14, and 19) are devoted to this subject; therefore , no
attemp t is made here to duplicate these extensive e f fo r t s .  In-
stead, a discussion of the two basic techniques used to derive the
vehicle system equations of motion is presented.

For the purposes of this section, the term “system” refers
to the aircraft dynamics block as shown in Figure 1. Components
or subsystems refer to any one of the parts from which the air-
craft dynamic system is assembled. Thus, the aircraft system
can be thought of in terms of as few as four components:

* airframe (including fuselage, empennage, and wings),
and three lauding gears.

• In this discussion the two techniques employed in deriving
vehicle equations of motion are referred to as the “classical”
and “modern” approaches. Both employ a building block approach
as a fundamental concept. The main difference in the methods
is that the classical technique considers the total system first,
adding the details of the components as a final step, while the
modern technique considers the components first and only as a
final step assembles them into the system.

In the classical method, the motion of a given point is
considered as being composed of:

• aircraft rigid body motion,
* aircraft flexible motion,
• landing gear rigid body motion relative to the aircraft,

and landing gear flexible motion.

The equations of motion for the total system are then derived
in terms of these variables. Aircraft rigid body motion is
handind in the same manner as a free flight problem where the
rigid aircraft is described in terms of overall properties such
as the total mass and the various mass moments of inertia about

• the rigid body center of mass. Aircraft flexibility is most
commonly introduced through the use of an arbitrary number of
the unconstrained aircraft mode shapes. Landing gear details
are introduced through force/motion (displacement/velocity)

10 
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relationships for the various landing gear subsystems such as
the tire, oleo strut, etc. Landing gear flexibility, while
seldom included in the analyses reviewed, is included in the
same manner as fuselage flexibility, i.e., through an arbitrary
number of the unconstrained landing gear mode shapes.

Ferguson (Reference 14) gives the most comprehensive and
general form of this type of derivation. His results are for a
completely arbitrary vehicle using any type or number of surface

• contactIng devices. As a consequence of this generality, the
results are difficult to employ. Changes in aircraft or landing
gear configuration require extensive modification or rederivation
of the system equations of motion. A simple example illustrating
the reduction of the general equations of motion to those for
the specific case of a conventional aircraft landing is also
given in Reference 14. These results require 14 pages to com—
pute the equations of motion even though the system includes
only 11 degrees of freedom.

The classical approach or modified forms of it is the most
common technique employed at the present time by the aerospace
industry. It is used in formulating the equations of motion
for both Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFOL) and
Boeing simulation codes.

j  

The modern method uses a building block approach from the
outset. Variations in this approach use either the component
coordinates or component model coordinates as generalized coordi-
nates describing component motion. The components are then as—
sembled into larger systems, I.e., landing gear components into
landing gear and airframe components into the airframe. These
super components are then assembled to form the total aircraft
dynamic system.

This technique is based on the proven ideas of the finite
element method and offers all the advantages inherent in that

• method. These advantages are primarily in the ease of obtaining
• the system equations of motion, i.e., through assembly of corn—

ponent equations of motion and in the ease of system modification.
Ease of modification is an important facet of the overall program,

• not only in changing aircraft components, but also in changing
the program to simulate different aircraft. By far the greatest
advantage is the ease of assembling the total vehicle since de—
tails are carried only at the component level, the computer as—
sembles the total system.

Nonlinear elements or components cause no added complexity
in terms of the assembly procedure if component coordinates are

11
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employed as long as their element equations of motion can be
written in the form:

m~~+ c ~~+ k x f( t),

where ~~ , ~ , and ~~ may be functions of x and i.

Nonlinear elements described in terms of their nonlinear
mode shapes are only beginning to appear in the literature
(Reference 20) but seem to provide a profitable area for fur-
ther basic research.

3. 1 Rigid Vehicle

If only the equations of motion for the rigid system are
necessary, as in the case of a stability analysis , the classical

• approach can be applied in the most direct fashion. A special
rigid body element must be used in the modern approach which
is essentially the same as tha t obtained from the classical
method ; hence, all further discussion of rigid vehicle motion
is restricted to the classical approach.

Three basic coordinate systems are used in the derivation
of the rigid body equations of motion. They are the:

* ground or inertial coordinate system,
body coordinate system,
and component coordinate system.

The inertial coordinate system is f ixed to the runway. The body
system is fixed to the aircraft .  Its origin is located at the
mass center of the rigid vehicle and moves with it. The position
of the mass center is given by its Cartesian coordinates relative
to the Inertial reference frame , and its angular orientation is
given by three rotations relative to the bod y system.

Three types of body axes are in general usage . These are:

principal axes,

• stability axes,
and body axes.

Principal axes are chosen to coincide with the principal axes
of the vehicle so that the products of Inertia vanish. This

• greatly simplifies the angular equations of motion , but introduces
the problem tha t the axes orientation must be recalculated each

12



time a different asymmetrical external stores configuration Is
used.

Stability axes are chosen so that one of the axes points
in the direction of motion of the vehicle in a reference condition
of steady motion such that two of the reference velocities of
the center of mass, i.e., vertical, and lateral, can be taken
as zero. This simplifies the linearization of the equations
of motion and is the system adopted in most flight mechanics texts.

• When the axes are neither principal nor stability axes, they
are commonly referred to as body axes. In this case one of the
axes, usually the x axis, is fixed along a longitudinal reference

• line in the aircraft. This may be the most convenient system
to obtain wind tunnel measured aerodynamic data.

The component coordinate systems are fixed relative to the
body axes system and oriented such that the motion of the com-
ponent is as simple to describe as possible.

These coordinate systems are related to each other through
linear transformations. Experience, historical inertia, and the
dominance of flight mechanics has led to the fact that the equa-
tions of motion are usually derived referenced to the body axes
system. The equations are then solved in this system and the
final results transformed to the ground system, i.e., the run-
way, for evaluation.

Thus, quantities most easily expressed in the terms of a
ground system such as wind and gravity must be rotated into the.
body axes. Quantities most •~asily expressed in terms of a
component system such as landing gear stroke and oleo forces
must also be rotated into the body axes system. Other quantities
such as aerodynamic forces and moments are most easily expressed
in terms of the body axes system. They are usually introduced
as concentrated loads acting at the vehicle center of mass.

3.2 Flexible Vehicle

A discussion of the derivation of the equations of motion
for a rigid vehicle was presented in the previous subsection. It
is known that the stability, control, and response of flexible
aircraft may be significantly influenced by structural defor-
mations under transient conditions. A discussion of the changes

• that must be made to the rigid—body equations as obtained by the
classical approach to include flexibility is presented. Since

13
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• the modern approach was omitted In the rigid vehicle section, it
Is included below.

Two basic techniques are used to alter the rigid vehicle
• equations of motion using the classical approach. They are:

* the method of quasi—static deflections,
* and the method of normal modes.

The method of quasi—static deflections accounts for flexibility
simply by altering the aerodynamic derivatives. The assumption
is made that the changes in aerodynamic loading take place so
slowly that the structure is in static equilibrium at all times.
(This assumption is equivalent to requiring that the natural
frequencies of vibration of the structure are much higher than
the frequencies of the rigid body motions.) Thus, a change in
load produces a proportional change in the shape of the aircraft
which, In turn, Influences the load. This tool has been pri—
man ly employed in the field of flight mechanics but was not
employed to the taxi or takeoff problem in any of the literature
reviewed.

If the separation in frequency between the flexible motion and
the rigid body motion Is not large, then significant coupling can
occur between the two. In that case an analysis which takes the
flexible time dependent motion into account must be conducted.

In the classical method the equations of motion are rederived
by adding the flexible motion of the airframe and/or component
to the previous rigid body motions of the airfr..ue and/or component.
This procedure results in a system of differential equations in
which the variables describing the rigid body and flexible motion
are highly coupled. Note that this does not say that the motion
is highly coupled but only that the equations of motion are coupled.
The separation of the rigid body and flexible body natural fre—
quencies determines the magnitude of the coupling. This point
is considered in detail in Klosterman (Reference 21).

The modern approach handles flexibility through the component
mass, damping, and stiffness matrices. Typical elements used in
aircraft analysis to simulate structural components are:

• beams (axially, torsionally, or transversely loaded),
shear panels,

* membranes,
plates,

* shells,
and three—dimensional solids.

14
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Special elements describing springs , dampers, and concentrated
masses are also easily incorporated to simulate the landing
gear or any other idealized component .

Dynamical models are most easily derived using the natural
coordinates of the elements, i.e., deflections and rotations.

• Computationally this may be very inefficient, since the degrees
of freedom are not apportioned according to their importance.

Two approaches are commonly used to overcome this problem;
both involve the mode shapes and are hence limited to linear
systems. Further developments should extend a similar technique
to nonlinear systems.

In the first technique, an elgenvalue economizer is employed
to reduce the dynamic degrees of freedom but retain as much of
the static detail as possible . Many schemes exist for accomp-
lishing this task.

The second method , which offers considerably more promise
in this area, was developed by Hurty (Refer ence 22) . In this me-
thod, the dynamic analysis of complex structures is performed
using the component mode shapes rather than the system mode ~hape~
as is done in the first model method.

Displacements of the separate components are expressed in
generalized coordinates defined by the displacement modes. These
are generated in three categories:

* rigid body,
* constraint,
* and normal modes.

Rigid body modes are convenient for displacements defined
in inertial space. Constraint modes are included to treat
redundancies in the interconnection system. Normal modes define
displacements relative to the connections. Generalized mass,
stiffness, and damping matrices are determined for each component,
as are generalized forces. The requirement of system continuity
gives rise to equations of displacement compatibility at the
connections. These serve as equations of constraint among the
component coordinates and are used to construct a transformation
relating component coordinates to system coordinates. This
transformation is then uaed to obtain system properties and
forces from component properties and forces. System equations of
motion are formulated and solved to determine system response.

15



In many cases, economy o: component complexity may dictate
that the component natural frequencies and mode shapes be obtained
experimentally. Iclosterusan (J~eferences 21, 23, and 24) has demon-
strated that the modal synthesis ideas described above can be
successfully combined with experimental techniques to yield ax-

• cellent system models.

It must be reiterated that the modal synthesis techniques
have only been proven on linear systems. Whether these tech-
niques can be utilized on nonlinear systems remains to be seen.
This does not mean to imply that this method canno t be employed
on the problem at hand . Once the degree of nonlinearity is *

established, i.e., just how nonlinear and how important the
nonlinearities are , then the manner in which modal synthesis
is used can be determined .

3.3 Suspension System

The only suspension system considered in this report is
standard type landing gear as employed on fighter aircraft.
The parameters which quntify a given landing gear system are:

• geometry (tricycle, main gear mounted to fuselage or wing) ,
• construction (cantilever , articulated, semi—articulated) ,

shock absorber characteristics ,
• and surface contacting component (tires).

These items are discussed , in turn, in the following subsections .

• 3.3.1 Geometry

All fighter aircraft considered in the current study in the
Rapid Runway Repair Program Management Plan utilize a tricycle
gear arrangement . Transport aircraft under consideration , except
for the C—5A and B—747 , also use this type arrangement. Therefore ,
any general model should be built based on the tricycle configuration.

The nose gear on all aircraft considered are attached to the
fuselage centerline with the exception of the A—lO. Here the nose
gear is offset from the fuselage centerline. The only other dif—
ference is in the number of wheels employed ranging from a single
wheel to as many as four.

The main gear locations differ in whether the gear is
attached to the wing or fuselage. Both the F—4 and A—b are

16



at ached to the wings while the F—15 , F—ill , and F—l6 are attached
to the fuselage. The transport aircraft  uses a fuselage attachment
with the exception of the DC—b and 8—747. The DC—b uses a wing
location while the 3—747 uses a combination of both.

3.3.2 Construction

The three basic types of landing gear found on fighter air-
craft are:

cantilevered,
articulated,
and semi—articulated.

A cantilevered landing gear is commonly defined as one in which
the cylinder enclosing the stroking element has a fixed position
and orientation relative to the rigid vehicle as shown in Figure 3.
The gear is assumed to be pin supported at the vehicle. It is
also supported by a lateral brace and drag link. Torsion is
transmitted from the lower to upper oleo by a conventional
scissors or torque link arrangement. The component equations
of motion for this class of landing gear are given in Reference 14,
Volume II , pages 202—231. Care must be exercised in using these re—
suits as some results consider a constant vehicle orientation.

DRAG
L~~1(

LATERAL
BRACE

SCISSORS

Figure 3. Cantilevered Landing Gear
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An articulated landing gear is one in which the landing gear
assembly changes orientation with respect to the body coordinate
system. The gear trunk, wh.tch supports the wheel and tire, ro-
tates with respect to an axis fixed in the vehicle body. The
shock strut, a stroking member, is attached to the trunk and
to the body. A third member, a dr ag link, is usually added
to provide fore and aft support. The general configuration
of an articulated gear is shown in Figure 4.

~~~~~~~~0N~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~rR~

Figure 4. Articulated Landing Gear

The type of motion associated with an articulated strut
conforms to the ideas of component motion as expressed in the
introduction to this section, but great care must be exercised
since the orientation of the gear component does not remain
fixed relative to the body axis system, i.e., the transforma—

• tion matrix relating the component system and body axis system
is a function of time. The component equations of motion
are derived in detail in Reference 14, Volume II, pages 232—
241.

18
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The t~cu1.a ted lauding g~ r con~iguration is shown in
~igur e 5. The outer cylinder is fastened to the fuselage with
a fork—pin arrang~~ent for forward retraction. A drag link is
added so that the outer cylinder Le like that of the cantilevered

4 gear . The inner cylinder is allowed to rotate about the gear
centerline and, thus, needs no lateral support strut other than
the fork—pin arrangement.

O~YTER
CYLINDER 

~~~~~~~~
— DRAG LINK

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~-fl~~~~CYIJNDER

Figure 5. Semi—articulated Landing Gear

The semi—articulated gear problem may be formulated by
either of two methods, depending on whether the fork between the
knee link and the wheel is to be considered elastic. If fork
elasticity is included, the formulation is similar to that of
the articulated gear, in which the component coordinate system
rotates with t~e fork. The elastic displacements are then
measured relat~.ve to this rotating system.~ This procedure allows
both elastic and component rigid body motion to occur in one
direction.

The fork may be considered rigid since the spring rate of
the tire is normally much lower than that of the fork. If this
assumption is made, the fork rigid body rotation does not con-
stitute a degree of freedom since it is geometrically related
to the piston stroke. A single stroking equation then governs
the motion. Elasticity of the cylinder and piston is included
in the same manner as for a cantilevered gear. No detailed
derivations for this type of gear were found.

If a bogey arrangement is used to support multiple wheels,
the bogey can be included either as a ri~Ld or flexible rotational

19
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element with the price of the additional degrees of freedom.
However, Reference 19 shows how the additional rotational de-
gree of freedom can be removed if a rigid bogey is assumed.

3.3.3 Characteristics of Shock Absorbing Mechanisms

The shock absorbing mechanisms are best described in terms
of their contribution to the strut or stroking force. This force
is the sum of all the forces acting on the piston along the stroking
axis. The stroking force under normal operations is comprised
of three different forces:

• hydraulic,
spring,

* and friction.

If the stroke of the piston is excessive, the piston will bottom
out and the mechanical stops of the gear will act like springs
and give rise to a bottoming force.

Hydraulic Force

The hydraulic force is caused by the piston being displaced
with a stroke velocity. This creates a pressure field in the
lower chamber as shown in Figure 6.

OR~~’ICE —
~~~~~ ___

I
Figure 6. Strut Lower Chamber Model
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~f ~lu~d v~.scosity, compressibility, and unsteady effects are
i I u ~~d , the prob 1ei~ is very d i f f icul t  to solve especially in

• a ~orj~ useable in the larger problem. Satisfactory definit ions
o. loads have been achieved by semi—empirical means . This
ana1y~ is leads to the hydraulic force being given by:

3 . 2
; • , A •  s

I.. - ---
~~

----
~
----—--

~~ (~~~ >0)
U 2(C.DAN

)2 
—

wn~ re

= hydraulic force ,

= stroke velocity,

density of hydraulic fluid ,

hydraulic area of piston ,

CD orifice coefficient ,

AN 
= effective orifice area (actual orifice area minus metering

area) .

The value of the coefficient CD is dependent on many para-
meters. However, there is general agreement the coefficient has
minimum and maximum values ranging between 0.86 and 0.93 and that
a constant average value of the coefficient can be used.

Compressibility effects do not appear to be important in
the taxiing or takeoff problem. They are only important when
the stroke velocity of the strut is high (greater than 15 feet

— per second).

in general , the hydraulic force of a self—positioning strut
made up of a spring and hydraulic damper in series will be dif—
fere~it during the extension and compression stroke. Extension
characteristIcs are governed by two requirements:

rapid return of oil to tn.. lover chamber,
and sufficient damping ta reduce bottoming loads.

The energy available for the extension stroke is that stored in
t u e  spring mechanism of the gear which may be pneumatic , liquid,
or mechanical.

21
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The form of the hydraulic force for the extension stroke is
the same as for the compression stroke except for different
Constants:

3.2: 
— ~~~ 

$ 
(~~0)

~ 2(C~A~)5
2

During taxi and takeoff these equations are representative
of the hydraulic force. Since this force is proportional to the
velocity squared, the hydraulic force is not a significant effect
for low stroke velocities. This feature is primarily for ab-
sorbing landing shock.

The hydraulic force is highly nonlinear over its complete
operating range. This is due not only to the fact that it is
proportional tc. the square of the stroke velocity, but also to
the fact that the effective orifice area is changing as a
function of the stroke position. The importance of each of these
nonlinear effects has not been established for the taxi/takeoff
problem.

The metering device used to vary the effective orifice
area with stroke can be:

conventional metering pin,
fluted metering pin,

4 or metering tube.

The change of the effective orifice area with strut stroke
for each type of device is accounted for in the models investigated.

4 Spring Force

The spring force is used to return the strut to its original
H position after being displaced. This restoring force is generally

a function of the stroke displacement, s. If energy is dissipated
by the spring in the compression—extension cycle, the force/de-
flection relationships will be different for each portion of the
stroke. Generall)’, inertial effects of the spring are neglected.

Three types of springs are considered here:

* mechanical,
pneumatic ,

• and liquid .

22 
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Mechanical springs are probably the most common springs
used in mechanical systems although they were not observed to
be used in any of the landing gear analyses investigated. The
characteristics of these type of springs can be expressed in the
form:

F f
51(s) s> 0

F ~~f (s) s<0
s s2

where

F spring force,

= function relating stroke displacement in compression
stroke to spring force,

2 function relating stroke displacement in extension
stroke to spring force,

=
1 s = stroke displacement.

For springs in which hysteresis is negligible f51 
= If

the spring is linear, then f 1 f 2 ks.

- 
- Pneumatic springs depend upon the compressibility of a gas

to generate the restoring force. This gas is usually the air
contained in the upper portion of the strut as shown in Figure 6.

Two types of landing gear struts which affect the pneumatic
spring force are In conmion usage. These are:

* single acting or conventional oleo — pneumatic strut,
• and double chambered.

* 
Figure 7 shows a typical single acting strut. The double
chambered strut is shown in Figure 8.

Reference 19 gives the single—acting strut force as:

F 
P
1V1A1

A (V
1—sA1

)
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Figure 7. Single Acting Strut
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Figure 8. Double Acting Strut
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where

P1 = fully extended strut pressure,

V
1 

fully extended strut volume,

A1 
pneumatic piston area,

s = stroke.

- • 
Thus , the pneumatic spring force for a single acting strut
increases exponentially as the piston moves up and compresses the
air. Again the description of this element is highly nonlinear.
If the gear stroke involves a great deal of travel, this non-
linearity must be included. If it does not, then this relation-
ship can be linearized about the equilibrium or any desired
position to give:

(F )  k s
A linear A

where 2P1V A
k — 

11
A 

(~I
1

—e A1) 2

is the effective spring constant for the pneumatic spring.

The pneumatic spring force for the double—chambered strut
must be represented by three separate equations depending on the
position of the secondary piston . The floating piston causes
the fo rce deflection curve for the pneumatic spring to vary
tu rough three discrete regions:

* secondary piston undeflected,
• secondary piston between stops,
* and secondary piston against stop.

Reference 19 gives the equations in these three regions as:

P1V A1F = 
1

~~ (V1 
— sA1)

— 

A1(P1V1+P2V2)FA2 V1+V2-A1s
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F
1V1

A
1

• V +s2A2—A1a

where

A1 = primary piston area ,

primary chamber unloaded strut pressure,

V1 — primary chamber unloaded strut volume ,

secondary chamber unloaded strut pressure ,

V2 = secondary chamber unloaded strut volume,

s = stroke ,

= maximum deflection of secondary piston.

Once more, these forces are highly nonlinear because of the
discontinuities and because of the inverse relationship with a.
As before, all three are susceptible to linearization about a
given strut position. This force is by far the most important
of the strut forces during the taxi and takeoff conditions.

In recent years a number of aircraft (Reference 14) have been
— 

designed using hydraulic principles where the function of the pneu—
matic spring has been replaced with a liquid spring. Relationships
for this type of spring are summarized in Reference 14, pages 100—
101.

Friction Force

When the piston strokes within the cylinder , energy is
dissipated by friction acting at the bearing surfaces between
the piston and cylinder . The frictional force opposing the
motion of the piston is expressed as:

FF = (U BL I F BL I~
Ii~BU I F BU l+FFO

) T~1
where

FBUt FBL = bearing force at the upper and lower bearings
respectively required to balance the lateral
loading on the piston.
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coefficients of sliding friction at the upper and
lower bearings respectively

~FO = frictional force at zero loading.

Details of the calculation of FBU 
and F as functions of the

ground reactions for a cantilevered lan~~ng gear are given in
Reference 14, pages 101—104.

To insure that the piston remains within the required stroke
range , a bottoming force is introduced. For strokes less than
s=0, the piston will contact the lower stop, while for strokes
greater than 5max’ the piston will contact the upper stop. The
bottoming forces introduced to describe this are: . 

-

F
B = kBL

s 8<0

FB = kBU
(5_ Smax) 

~-~~max

where

bottoming force

k~~, k~~ = spring constants of upper and lower ends of
4 the cylinder.

The values of the spring constants are usually chosen to be quite
large and may be arbitrarily assigned. Arbitrary damping may be
introduced also to preclude oscillations caused by the bottoming
and stroking forces . This is purely a mathematical artifice.

In summary, the descr iption of the strut forces appear quite
well known . The relative importance of each and the significance of
their nonlinearities are yet to be determined and should be the
subject of further studies.

3.3.4 Surface Contacting Components

The surface contacting components give rise to forces on the
body due to interactions with the ground . While it is possible
to consider a variety of such components such as skids, surface
pods , etc., tires are of prime interest to this study and this
discussion is limited to them . Additionally , this discussion is
limited to nonyielding surfaces. The effects of surface yielding
can be important. Examples of the added complexity due to yield-
ing are found in References 7 and 8.
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The physics involved with tires is intricate in the extreme
and has never been fully described on a theoretical basis. In
addition to providing the forces and associated kinematic con—
straints for both the rolling and slipping tire, failure modes
such as tire cutting or blowout are of definite importance.
Stability investigations have their own wide body of literature
and the past has shown them to be important in certain areas.

This subsection presents some general conunents and then dis—
cusses the vertical and in—p lane ground forces . The stability
prob lem is considered next, and finally a discussion of problems
associated with failure modes is presented .

• It should be reiterated that , in all areas , engineering judg-
ment is required as to the proper degree of freedom balance and
that models may change depending on the problem under consideration.

Numerous studies have been made concerning the mechanical
properties of tires. Smiley and Hom e (Reference 25) report on
these and present an excellent tabulation of such properties as
vertical force deflection characteristics, lateral, fore and aft,
and torsional spring constants, etc. They also present a large
number of empirical equations based upon a variety of research

— efforts. Of course, the optimum solution is to use experimental
data furnished by various manufacturers, but this can lead to more
complexity than the often cumbersome empirical equations.

As an example of this, consider the case of the vertical
ground force . The variation in this force with the deflection is
nonlinear and has been written in many forms. Ferguson , Mollik ,
and Kitts (Reference 14) present the force as a complex function

- 
- of tire deflection , contact area , tire pressure , and other varia—

bles and additionally allow it to be zero (i.e., the tire is not
touching the ground). Gerardi and Lohwasser (Reference 19) use a

- 
- simple linear spring law which does not allow for tire bounce.

Milwltzky and Cook (Reference 26) have found that a piecewise
linear segment approach for the force deflection curve is adequate
up to the instant of bottoming. They note , however , that there is
a pronounced increase in landing gear load as a result of tire
bottoming. Whether an empirical equation is used or a piecewise
linear approximation is made, the authors feel that allowance
should be made for the possibility of tire bounce .

The in—pla ne (as related to a ground coordinate ~: .~tem)ground forces contain special complexity due to the distinct
regions into which they are divided. These are the pre—spinup

2-i) 
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and the post—spinup regions plus a transition region between
the two.

In the pre—spinup phase the magnitude of the force is
usually written as the product of the coefficient of sliding
friction and the vertical ground force. The force is directed
opposite the axle velocity parallel to the ground. Variations
in the coefficient of sliding friction with pressure, velocity,
temperature, etc. are discussed in a variety of areas including
the work of Tomita (Reference 27).

In the post—spinup region it is usually assumed that rolling
friction is negligible in the absence of braking. Thus, the only
force of consequence is a side force which is the product of the
tire cornering coefficient and the slip angle. The above approxi—
mation is valid for small slip angles. Steeds (Reference 28) indi-
cates that an upper limit of slip angle less than 10 degrees ap-
pears adequate.

In the transition region the beginning and ending values for
the in—plane forces are known in that they must match the pre— and
post—spinup values. The transition path is another matter entirely.
A quote from Reference 14 is worthy of repetition . “A search of

-
, the literature shows that no analytical procedures derivable from

physical laws are in existance for this region and no experimental
data is of sufficient accuracy to define any variation with tire
parameters.” Thus, for lack of a more accurate representation,
MIL—A—8862 suggests a sinusoidal variation. This is an accepted
and reasonable assumption.

The problem of shimmy has been studied by many investigators.
The theories used to explain the shimmy of pneumatic tires lead
to essentially two models, the point contact model of de Carbon
(Reference 29), and Moreland (Reference 30), and the string model
of Von Schlippe (Reference 31). Other models are available, but
these appear to be too complicated for normal use. Collins (Ref-
erence 32) compares the two fundamental developments in these
theories of tire mechanics and arrives at the conclusion that both
are adequate for qualitative and, in most cases, quantitative stud—
Lea, that is, provided that proper tire constants are known. Rogers
and Brewer (Reference 33) and Rogers (Reference 34) provide an
approximation to the string theory which leads to a system of
linear constant coefficient differential equations. The prime loads
of importance are the cornering force and self—realigning torque.
On balance it appears that some variation of the string theory
should be used when shimmy is felt to be an important consideration.
In any case, it is noted that any shimmy theory requires a no slip
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condition. Once slip is encountered (including pure ~ideslip) there
is no theory that is adequate ~or atability investigations.

While force transmittal is of obvious importance and offers
significant complexity, perhaps the most iinpc~rtant and least
understood area is associated with the poas~bility of failure
modes. That is, what criteria should be w,ed to govern whether
the surface contacting subsystem has failed ? The obvious results
of a tire blowout upon takeoff or landing give some indication
of the importance of this area. Tomita (Reference 27) indicates
that a one second full skid can cause excessive tire wear and
possibly a blowout. Additionally, if the tire bottoms, the
carcass will be cut by the rim. This indicates that a tire
deflection criteria in terms of bottoming deflection is neces-
sary. The possibility of carcass cutting due to contact with
an unrepaired hole in a runway offers complexity not found in
any of the literature that the authors have seen. The implica-
tions on what kind of damage to the runway may be, left unre—
paired , are obvious .

H 
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SECTION IV

The output of a simulation provides a measure of aircraft
response to a given input. The nature and accuracy of the output
are tied directly to the model and the input. The output appli-
cable to this study I.s usually given in some combination of the
following three forms:

displacements, yelocities, and accelerations,
loads (forces) ,
and stresses.

They can be represented in time history, discrete maxi’nuin, and
minimum or statistical fashions. The nature of the output is of
critical importance in determining whether failure criteria have
been met. That is, if a limit is placed on any variable, then
said variable must be part of the simulation output, either di-
rectly or indirectly. This section considers some of the im—
portant considerations of the Loris and choice of the system
output. -

The displacement, velocity, and acceleration of various points
on a body are readily found from numerical integration of the
equations of motion for a system subjected to a deterministic
input. For the equations of motion expressed as

m~~+c~~+kx f(t),

it is seen that they are the natural outputs in that they repre—
sent the dynamic unknowns.

Displacement , velocity, and acceleration outputs are found in
a wide variety of programs and are quite popular. Their utility
in terms of being compared against failure criteria is limited
but not inconsequential. Their main use is in the determinatFrn
of ride quality (acceleration) limits at the pilot station, stroke
limits for the landing gear , deflection limits for tires, and
tire/runway contact. The acceleration output has great utility
as a check on the adequacy of the simulation. As mentioned
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previously, the aircraft user is very much interested in the fact
that the simulation represents the actual situation as much as
possible. In this regard, it is relatively easy (as compared
with stress measurements) to obtain the acceleration of various
points during testing and then compare simulation versus test.

Similar output is also available for stochastic input. For
statistical studies the output is in the form of root mean square
values of the displacements, velocities, and accelerations. If
the output is Gaussian, then approximations to maxima can be
found by noting that the peak values will not exceed three times
the root mean square values 99 percent of the time.

Loads ty~ output is also readily obtainable from most simu—
lations. In general, load information can be determined from a
solution to the set of equations

j~ 
=
~.6!~

where L is the load vector, ~ is the linear or nonlinear matrix
which relates loads to the state variables of the problem, and

— • is the state vector. The generation of the matrix ~ is, of
course, a function of the detail of the model.

Loads are not easily found at arbitrary points after the
fact. Thus, if a particular wing station is thought to be criti—
cal, it is best that it appear in the model. Interpolation
schemes, for points intermediate to those modeled, can be used,
however. Boeing uses a concentrated lift effect during the dy—
namic analysis and then reverts to a normal lift distribution
when calculating wing loads.

Loads output is generally not very useful in providing a
check on the validity of the simulation by comparing the com-
puter output with test results since loads are not measured di—
rectly. It can be quite useful in terms of determining whether
a particular part has failed. A comparison of simulated loads
with information contained in the design loads document can pro— —

vide a measure of failure. Some caution must be exercised
when making comparisons for parts with multiple load paths. For
these paths either the input loads must be in proportion to the
design loads or the structure must have been analyzed for the
design loads one at a time.
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Stress information can be found from the load data . In equa-
tion form, the stresses, a, are given by

• a = BL
-

• where B i g  a linear matrix which relates stresses to loads . The
generation of the matrix B requires significant structural de—
tail . If area properties are smeared out , stresses have little
or no meaning. There appears to be little reason to have the
output in stress form for response time histories or discrete
maxima or minima. Too little is gained at the cost of a signif i—
cant increase in the detail of the simulation.

One area where stress information is of value as an output
is in a fatigue analysis. Comparisons are made with stresses,
and either the fatigue analyst must change his time proven
methods or the output should be in stress form.

_ _ _
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SECTION V

SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

A variety of solution techniques have been successfully em—
ployed in a wide range of dynamic analyses. These techniques

• tend to be input and model sensitive , and each has its share of
primary applicability. This section describes some considera—
tions of the main techniques of direct integration, stability
analyses, and statistical solutions , including a frequency do-
main approach. Finally, som e coimnents are made concerning the
requirements of achieving some type of design optimization.

When the input is deterniinsitc, as with a measured profile
or some discrete engineering approximation to the profile such
as Ci—cos) bump , the equations of motion mus t be directly inte-
grated to give response time histories. This may be accomplished
either by means of an analog route or by numerical integration. A
variety of well proven integration schemes exist. The TAXI code
(Reference 19) uses a three—term Taylor series numerical approxima-
tion, while Boeing (Reference 35) indicates that its program uses
a fourth—order Runga—Kutta technique. More complicated ir~te~.ration
routines such as Newmark—~ or Wilson—ø and other predictor—correc—
tor methods are available (References 36, 37 , and 38). However, past

- 
- experience has apparently demonstrated that this extra sophistica-

tion is not needed to adequately detormine the aircraft response.
It is important to note that direct integration for the system with
deterministic inputs allows for either linear or n-. alinear equa-
tions of motion, whereas nonlinearities cannot be handled di-
rectly by other methods. The price paid for this flexIbility is
that integration is time Intensive. That is, the number of runs
required to investigate a spectrum of inputs can be prohibitive.

Much can be ‘..earned about system controllability from a
stability ana1ysI~. This analysis requires that the equations
of motion be cast in the matrix form

:
1 

m f +~S~~ + k x = O ,

where the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices are constant at
some instant in time. Thus, it is seen that the stability
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analysis can be used in conjuction with an integration scheme
where the latter te used to provide the state about which sta-
bility is investigated. For the system of equations written as
above (or alternately in state variable form), any of a number of
matrix solution techniques are available to determine the system
elgenvalues. Examples of the utility of a stability analysis,
coupled with the proper model, are that it can be used to deter—
mine the “hands off~’ directional stability of the rigid body air-
craft as influenced by flexibility or an investigation can be
made into nose or main gear shljmny (References 39, 40, and 41).

The remaining solution techniques which are generally applied
fall under the broad classification of statistical techniques.
The application of standard statistical techniques requires two
primary assumptions. These concern the mathematical nature of the
input and a required linearization of the model. These points
were mentioned in Section II but will be expanded upon here.

The statistical method assumes that the runway unevenness
profile can be classified as a stationary random process. That
is, its statistical properties (e.g., probability distribution)
are independent of the position measured along the length of the
runway. This assumption has been justified in the past in fa—
tigue studies because aircraft have been expected to use a large
number of similar runways. The unevenness associated with BDR
patches is hardly uniform along the entire length of the runway,
leaving this assumption at least suspect.

For the above assumption, the key relationship then employed
in conjunction with a linear system is

= ~T(j ~
) ~~~(~~

)

where P0 and Pj are the power spectral densities of the output
and input, IT(jw)l is the absolute value of the complex fre—
quency transfer function, and w is the circular frequency. The
root mean square value of the output can then be determined from

[o2J
h/2 

= C J’ p ( w )  d

The use of power spectral densities is widely applied, including
repair simulation (Reference 42).
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The key phrase in the precedi~ig paragraph is “linear system .”
For example, Van Deusen (Reference 7) approaches the n—wheeled vehicle

• problem by using superposition with the linearized differential equa-
tions of motion, expressed in the frequency domain, to obtain the
system transfer function. This required linearity is a special
problem dua to the nonlinear spring forces, the velocity squared
hydraulic damping, and the Coulomb friction associated with modern
landing gear.

Efforts have been made by Tung, Penzien, and Horonjeff (Ref er—
ence 6) and more recently by Kirk (Reference 43) to use a quasi—
linear approach which can extend the use of statistical methods.
Displacement and velocity nonlinearities are handled by expressing
them in polynomial form. The damping is linearized by computing
an equivalent linear damping coefficient which dissipates the same
average energy as the nonlinear damping. These efforts involve
some -restriction such as the fact that elastic modes are assumed
to uncouple the system. Nonetheless, the technique offers some
promise worthy of further study.

Even though the statistical approacn has the definite advan-
tage of not requiring the generation of output time histories and
of being useful in studying long term effects as with fatigue
life, it has a large drawback. A statistical approach does not
allow the aircraft response to be determined for a specific see—
tion of runway, say a single patch. Instead, it provides only
average or root mean square values of a particular output van —

-
- 

- 
able. The worst case, occurring at some specific point on the
runway, can be lost in the statistical definition of the surface.
Thus, the catastropic failure may have been smoothed away. It
makes little difference that a statistical investigation shows
that it is safe, from a tatigue standpoint, to perform 20 take—
offs and landings -~-?her ~~~

-. ~ •~*rrst_case sense, the wing may fail
the i irst t~.ie down thc r~~w~ y. Thus,.a complete investigation
woul . 1~c1ude ~~~:i~ analyses. Additionally, this tendency to
szooti inputs may have a significant effect on something like
damage causcd by cannon :iro because the disturbances resulting
from ~ucr. dam-~~e Lave a comparatively short wavelength.

~~~~ (~eE~~~~rL engineer ’s ultimate goal is a design which is
“optimum .” Thus, in th~.. ideal sense, a computer simulation
should fna ~~iy be uti ized in a large optimization routine.
Suc~-i a ro~ ziin~ ~- ‘c-vide~ an a~~omated method of investigating how

~~enges in vario-~ p~r~~eters affect overall vehicle response.an optimum lu~ io~ is found within the solution space bounda—ries generated b -  ..~ 3elected set of constraints . Examples of
corLst r .~l n t s  ~r ra~zximum al1~wab1e “g” loading and stress in a
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particular area. The path leading to the opti~num solution is
neither obvious nor easy to obtain for any problem of engineer—
Ing significance. Optimization procedures will always yield an
ansv’~r providing one exists. 

The validity of the answer depends
on the validity of the model and associated constraints. As one
would expect, an oversimplified model will lead to erroneous
results. An example of this is demonstrated in a recent investi—
gation of railcar optimization (Reference 44) .

F Optimization techniques may be applied for either discrete
or statistical input. In so doing , care must be exercised that
the input adequately reflects the condition for which an opti-
mum solution is sought. If proper attention is given in this
area , then optimization procedures provide long—term promise
when applied to the least complex model which adequately rep-
resents the aircraft’s behavior.

I• It
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SECTION VI

COMPLEMENTARY STUDIES

In attempting to investigate the dynamics of an aircraft on
takeoff or landing, the initial tendency is to focus one ’s atten-
tion on aircraft  literature alone. There is , however , a wide body
of l iterature directed toward dynamic analysis of other vehicular
systems . An investigation of the literature provides valuable
insight into the problem at hand. Two areas , in par ticula r , which
of f e r  the possibility of fruitful results are found in the e f fo r ts
of the rail and automotive industries.

Over the last 15 year s, an extensive e f fo r t  has been devoted
to railway vehicle research and development. One of the performance
objectives of the rail vehicle suspension system design is to pro-
vide effective vibration isolation such that passenger comfort is
ma intained and freight is not damaged . A completely analogous
situation occurs for the aircraft  response to a rough and/or bomb—
damaged runway. Here the aim is to provide effective vibration
isolation such that the pilot can experience a ride that allows
him to perform those duties necessary for a safe takeoff .  Struc—
tural limitations are also imposed such that the loads on the
aircraft do not exceed those that would damage the aircraft  and
its ordnance. Several implications from railcar suspension research
are directly applicable to aircra f t  suspension research .

First, bo th the general rail vehicle system and the aircraf t
runway system are quite complex. Thus , for each system , ther e is

‘

~~ major emphasis on reduced deg ree—of—freedom models for specific
purposes . Various mathematical models using combinations of the
six degrees—of—freedom for rigid car bodies plus body flexibility

- ;  in bending and torsion have been der ived for railcar vehicles .
These models have been used to compute railcar response to various
inputs using sophisticated computer algorithms. One report (Refer—
ence 45) has shown that a three rigid degree—of—freedom model for
the railcar suspension system does not adequately pred ict correct
suspension design parameters. In fact , it leads to design changes
that are opposite of what is necessary for system design optimiza—
t ion.  Instead , a 15— degree—of—freedom model is used to give realistic
response. In the aircraft studies encountered , only pitch , vertical ,
..~nd horizontal translation are considered . The railcar suspension
analysis implies that roll , yaw , and lateral degrees—of — f reedom
~Thou1J at least be considered and are essential for unsymmetrical
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inputs or asymmetrical aircraft configurations. Runways are pres-
ently repaired in a manner such that the AN—2 matting is always
placed over the entire lateral dimension, thus eliminating unsym-
metrical inputs. However, the loading of the aircraft may be
asymmetrical. The four typical configurations for a combat F—4
given by USAFE to CEEDO for computer simulation were all asymmetri—
cally loaded. Even if the runway repairs are placed over the entire
lateral dimension, at high speed, the pilot will have difficulty
hitting a bump with both main gears at the same time. Additionally ,
runway damage caused by 5 or 6 bombs could force the use of several
repairs in which the available amount of AN—2 matting may not allow
repairs over the entire lateral dimension of the runway, thus
resulting in unsymmetrical inputs. An analysis using the roll,
yaw, and lateral degrees—of—freedom will show if a takeoff over
these unsymmetrical inputs is feasible and if the pilot can main-
tain control.

The second major implication from railcar research is found in
the use of both deterministic and random inputs. The modeling of a
bump by a (1—cos) function should be sufficient for aircraft response
to AM— 2 matting repairs. This corresponds to deterministic transient
inputs of track displacement in a majority of railcar dynamic studies.
A random input could be used to model a runway that had been damaged
by a strafing pass with a 20 mm or 30 cannon. Use of the random
input in the form of spectral densities (distribution of mean square
amplitude as a function of frequency) would require a completely

- J different solution technique than the integration of the equations
of motion as is done in many simulations. One paper on passenger
railcar response to a random rough track input (Reference 44) uses
two techniques which are applicable to the aircraft response to
strafe damaged runways.

A third implication that is analogous between railcar and air-
craft modeling is the use of a rigid track or runway. The rigid
input assumption for runways considers only displacement inputs
while the interaction of the aircraft and runway are neglected.
This assumption is more than adequate for hard paved runways. The
aircraft  response to a soft field takeoff , however , must include
the interaction between the aircraft and soft field runway. A
mathematical model describing this effect is complex, but initial
efforts have been started in guideway studies for vehicle elevated
transit systems.

The next area of railcar research that appears applicable to
aircraft studies is the use of standard linear frequency analysis
techniques. These techniques yield results in on.. of two forms.
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In one, the amplitudes of the vehicle response variables, i.e.,
displacements, accelerations, forces across suspension elements
and between the wheel and rail, are obtained as a function of the
frequency of the track input. Alternately, the power special
densities (PSD’s) of the same vehicle response variables are
obtained in response to the PSD for the input. Frequency domain
computer programs for prediction and analysis of rail vehicle
dynamics have been developed (Reference 46). These programs give
responses that provide a measure of passenger vibration , component
life, and reliability and safety associated with vehicle lateral
and roll displacement amplitudes . For aircraft response , a f re-
quency analysis can give significant insight into the design of
suspension parameters based on the frequency content of various
bumps as a result of runway repair.

The f i f t h  implication from railcar research is found in the
use of computer optimization algorithm that can aid the designer
for the 1990 era follow—on fighter. That is, he can choose air—
craft suspension parameters (tire pressure, strut stiffness and
damping, etc.) to enable the aircraft to perform satisfactorily
on rough or soft runways. An initial effort to solve similar
problems by utilizing optimization procedures to design a high
speed railway vehicle has recently been reported (Reference 52).
In this paper, constraints are put on accelerations, adequate
adhesion for traction, and guidance forces, and then the speed
at which the lateral instability occurs maximized. Use of a
similar program for aircraft suspension can have constraints on
accelerations that the pilot could sustain, and stresses that the
aircraft and pylons can endure without failure.

The automotive industry has been a leader in the field of
vehicle dynamics for the last 40 years. Many of the techniques
developed by the industry for the analysis of road vehicles (auto—

14 mobiles and trucks) are directly applicable to the aircraft  taxi
and takeoff problem. A number of methods and results achieved are
similar to those discussed in the railcar section. The bulk of the
literature dealing with automobile dynamics is restricted to linear
systems. Because of their highly nonlinear suspension systems and
large load variations, the dynamic analysis of trucks most closely
follows that of the aircraft problem. Considerable progress has
been made in the areas of:

tire behavior (References 47, 48, 49 , 50, and 51)
stability and control (References 52, 53, 54, and 55)

. driver/vehicle performance and simulators (References 56 ,
57 , 58. 59 , 60 , and 61)
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. and flexible vehicle structural dynamics (References 24, 62,
63, 64 , 65, 66 , 67 , 68, 69 , and 70)

Reference 28 contains many fine pre—1960 references on general
topics of road vehicle suspension systems while Reference 71 con—
tains many good references on the effects of tires and aerodynamics
on the stability and control of road vehicles.

Of particular interest to the current effort is the extensive
work being conducted by the automotive industry in the use of modal
analysis for large complex structures. The pioneering work of
Kiosterman (Reference 70) allows the analytical finite element
model to be replaced with a model of fewer degrees of freedom
generated from experimental data. This new model can be interfaced
directly with large finite element programs such as NASTRAN for
further studies of the complex structure’s forced response. If
the structure is physically too large to test, modal synthesis
techniques can be used wherein smaller components are tested and
the most significant modal data retained from each component and
used to synthesize the assembled structure. This concept seems to
warrant considerable attention in dealing with the problem at hand.

li
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SECTION VII

EXISTING CODES

There are a number of codes reported in the literature that
are aimed at simulating the dynamic effects of taxiing aircraft.
The best of all worlds would be to find one of these that would
completely solve the problem at hand. Unfortunately, the codes
already in being were developed for special purposes, and each
has its shortcomings in addition to its good points. All is not
lost, however, in that with each code comes more information.
Parts of the codes may be applicable in the larger study required .
This section presents some details as to published computer codes.
The main thrust of the information is in broad discussions of what
the codes can and cannot do. Additionally, some of the philosophy
first mentioned in Section I is expanded upon. No attempt is made
at providing such details as program listings, etc. For this infor—
mation, the reader is directed to the original documents referenced .
Primary attention will be given to digital computer programs as

- ‘ opposed to those developed for hybrid or analog computers such as
that reported by Drevet (Reference 72) . It should be noted , however,
that such programs can work equally as well as a digital program.

A goal in writing a program is to obtain the least complex
program that provides correct answers. The amount and placement
of the required refinement is dependent on the problem being

— investigated and past experience. In this regard, perhaps a
family of related programs is necessary . Wignot (Reference 5)
reports of efforts to develop a flexible aircraft digital computer
program for determining dynamic taxi design procedures . In so
doing, various other programs of lesser refinement were used for
exploratory and support purposes. This approach has definite
merit and is a reinforcement of the building block approach.

An early effort with some applicability to an understanding
of BDR effects is the work of Boozer and Butterworth (References
73 and 74). This program was developed to determine the dynamic

• response of a C—l4lA to variations in runway roughness during taxi.
It uses a flexible aircraft, nonlinear single chamber landing gear,
and nonlinear tire springs. Rigid body coefficients are used in a
discrete fashion. The output is aircraft specific and includes
time histories of:

wing root bending moment ,
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main gear strut vertical force ,
vertical acceleration at the pilot’s seat,
vertical acceleration at the aircraft center of gravity,
and aircraft pitch angle.

The program considers only symmetrical runway forcing and, as a
result, considers only three of the six rigid body motions . It
cannot handle variable braking or pilot action.

The above mentioned efforts served as a precursor to the work
of Gerardi and Lohwasser (References 19 and 75), wherein an attempt
was made to provide a versatile program for determining the dynamic
response of an aircraft  to runway roughness. This code has, as a
stated goal , the development of a program capable of simulating
any aircraft in a reasonable amount of computer t ime . It is a
relatively simple and quick running code that has proven popular
and has provided a tool for the BDR studies of Hokanson (Reference
76) and Rollings (Ref arence 77). The code uses discrete input as
applied to a center~ ne model. It has the capability of handling
fuselage flexibilit) nonlinear strut characteristics, a variety
of metering pins or metering tubes , and either articulated or
nonarticulated landing gear. The tire is modeled as a simple
spring, which must stay in contact with the runway. The aerodynamic
characteristics are constant for any computer run. The output is
limited to time histories of:

acceleration of the pilot section, center of gravity,
and tail section,
strut stroke and total forces in the main and nose struts,

— . and horizontal position of the center of gravity and
distance down the runway.

The centerline model restriction means that the lateral, roll, and
yaw degrees of freedom are not included. Pilot effects are not
considered. Additionally, it is only possible to predict internal

H loads in the landing gear assembly.

The recent effort of lUlner (Reference 78) employs a digital
time history simulation to predict aircraft component loads on an
airframe structure. These loads are used, in turn, in an attempt
to define acceptable BDR techniques in terms of aircraft component
failures. The code is tailored for F—4C and F—lll fighter aircraft,
and as a result, considerable detail has been given to their con-
struction. The program uses a combination of FORTRAN and MIMIC.
The model equations are not documented in detail. However, the

• input is deterministic, rigid body motion is limited to horizontal,
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ver tical , and pitch , and the output is in the form of component
load ratios (ratio of computed load to design load).

It is worthwhile to reiteratn a few points that are considered
to be important regarding the programs found in the literature.
First and foremost is their failure to include the lateral, roll,
and yaw degrees of freedom. The problem is simplified by using
only the syimnetric degrees of freedom of a centerline model. How—

• ever, antisyminetric excitation and responses contribute significantly
to structural loads on the wing, and practical situations dictate
that antisyuimetric loadings will occur. Secondly, the pilot appears
to be the forgotten man. While an open loop investigation tells us
many things, some way must be found to determine that the motion is
either acceptable or controllable by the pilot. An example that
illustrates both points is that of a failure induced by the aircraft
veering off the side of a repaired surface due to an asymmetrical
encounter. The centerline model allows no lateral movement, while
without some feedback to the pilot it is merely a guess that he has
the time and ability to react satisfacr-3rily. The next point is
best stated as follows: Takeoff and landing are not the same.
Finally, the investigator must be willing to pay the price in terms
of program complexity. If the effect of external stores on a par—
ticular pylon is the critical parameter for a run, one can hardly
hope to find the result from a program that does not consider wing
flexibility. Again the key is “the least complex program that
provides good results.”
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SECTION VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

From the preceding discussion, a number of conclusions can be
drawn concerning any attempt to simulate an aircraft traversing a
rough surface. In generating a simulation or code, the areas of
interest are the input, the vehicle model, and the output.

Surface input may be made in discrete or statistical terms.
f he former has merit for catastrophic failure investigations and

• response time history generation while the latter is best for
fatigue analyses, future optimization studies, and possibly for
the study of cannon fire effects. For models which include the
roll, yaw, and lateral degrees of freedom, care must be used such
that the correct surface effects are input for each ground track.

The pilot is difficult to model accurately. He can have a
profound effect when computer solutions are compared to test
results. Open loop (stick free) analyses remain a fruitful

— avenue both for criteria generation and stability studies.

The vehicle model can be as detailed or as simple as is
required by that part of the problem being investigated. Con—
siderable detail will probably be required for the computer runs
which will be compared with test results. A building block approach
is needed to provide the flexibility necessary to investigate a
variety of airframes. The idea is that aircraft really do not
differ in terms of principal components but rather they differ in
terms of detail.

Desired output drives the input and the model in terms of
detail and form required. Position, velocity, and acceleration
output has criteria value and is most valuable in providing test
versus computed response comparisons. Loads output is of consider-
able value in criteria generation. Stru tural output has its main
use in fatigue studies.

Solution techniques for a simulation are available within the
state of the art .  Di rect integration, stability analyses , and
statistical solutions can be generated depending upon the analysis
under consideration.
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The literature associated with vehicle dynamics is extensive
and broadly based. Perhaps the two most logical references are
the works of Wignot , et al (Refer ence 5) and Fer guson , Mollick and
Kitts (Reference 14). The former is an excellent reference on the
development of dynamic design procedures, and the latter contains
many detailed equations relative to the dynamic landing loads
problem.

Current codes available in the literature are not adequate to
handle the complete runway roughness problem. A prime limitation
of available codes is their inability to handle asymmetrically
loaded aircraft or asymmetrical input. The elimination of the
limitations does not require any state of the art improvement but
rather additional application of well developed techniques.

This report has focused on the response of the aircraft. In
addition to this , the development of runway roughness criteria will
inherently involve t racking the structural response of the runway
surface. One factor of interest is the concurrent response and
potential feedback to the aircraf t from the pavement i t se l f .  A
second consideration is the deterioration of a BDR repair system,
resulting in an increasing surface roughness with each repetition
of load from takeoff and landing operations. An existing computer
code capable of addressing portions of the pavement response prob-
lem is AFPAV (Reference 79). AFPAV is a static nonlinear three—
dimensional finite element code capable of treating single and

4 multi—wheeled landing gears acting on multi—layered landing surfaces.
This code has been recently modified to accept data from nondestruc—
tive pavement evaluation tests and to subsequently attempt to predict
the life expectancy of a normal landing surface. To estimate the
l i f e  expectancy of a BDR crater repair patch , a “bowl” of crater
repair material would have to be inserted into the finite element
grid and an appropriate material model developed (very d i f f icu l t )
for the repair material . Since static loading of a repair patch
is its most critical loading mode , perhaps a static axisymmetric
code would be adequate fo r this type of analysis, again assuming
ar. available and accurate material model.

As for pavement response feedback to the aircraft, it is not
deemed feasible to develop a single computer code to simultaneously
analyze the aircraft and pavement/patch response. Core limitations
and computation costs dictate that the two systems be analyzed
separately . Sensitivity analyses of each system to varied input
from the other appear to be the most promising avenue of approach .
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The following recommendations are offer J:

The development of the primary code should be made in the
modern sense. Here the equations of motion of the compon-
ents are handled separately, and the system is then con—
st ruc ted from the components.

Roll, yaw, and lateral degrees of freedom should be included
in the computer code as soon as feasible. Determination of
yaw rates due to asymmetrical loading or inputs is critical
in determining if the pilot can maintain the aircraft on the
runway.

An investigation should be made to determine how important
the nonlinearities are in the aircraft’s response.

Careful judgment for computer correlation should be made
based on the elevator position, velocity, and distance
down the runway.

The computer code should be initially large to accurately
determine the aircraft’s response. It then should have the
capability to reduce to a lover degree—of—freedom model if
that reduced model still gives accurate results (within
5 to 10 percent). Then the large number of codes required
for a numerical integration scheme to a deterministic input
can be run. It is quite possible that the large degree—of-’-
freedom code will show that the aircraft response is not as
violent as is predicted by those presently in being.

Fatigue analyses should be performed. While this may be of
lesser importance in a wartime mode in that projected sorties
or losses dictate only a few ground—air—ground cycles, it is

- 

- 

of central importance to any test aircraft. Pilots may b~
forced to make several atteitpts to hit multiple repairs at
an exact airspeed. The necessity of fatigue analyses
increases as the loads approach the limit value.
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